When Music Sounds
I. Music

Walter de la Mare

Bright and commanding \( (J = 104-108) \)
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When music sounds, gone is the earth I know, And all her lovely things e'en love-lier grow;

gone is the earth I know, And all her lovely things e'en love-lier grow;

music sounds, gone is the earth I know, And all her lovely things e'en love-lier grow;

gone is the earth I know, And all her lovely things e'en love-lier grow;

Music sounds, gone is the earth I know, And all her lovely things e'en love-lier grow;

gone is the earth I know, And all her lovely things e'en love-lier grow;
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Rapt in strange dreams burns each enchanted face, With solemn echoing
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When music sounds, all that I was I
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And from Time's

am Ere to this haunt of brooding dust I came;

And from Time's
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am Ere to this haunt of brooding dust I came;

And from Time's

am Ere to this haunt of brooding dust I came;

And from Time's
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woods break into distant song. The swift-winged hours, the swift-winged hours,
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as I have ten along.
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II. Music, When Soft Voices Die

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Delicately; with rubato
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rose is dead, Are heap’d for the beloved’s bed; And so thy thoughts,
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III. Musicians Wrestle Everywhere

Emily Dickinson

With dramatic intensity ($d = 79$ ca.)
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Musicians wrestle everywhere:

All day, a-
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Among the crowded air, I hear the silver strife;

And waking long before the dawn such
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I hear the silver strife;

And waking long before the day, among the crowded air, I hear the silver strife;
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I hear the silver strife;

And waking long before the
ble led On time's first after noon!
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Some say it is the spheres at play!
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(Ped. ad lib.)
say that bright majority of vanished dames and men.
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